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This talk discusses some of the recent advances at M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory in the area of tunable
semiconductor diode lasers (inctuding lead-salt diode lasers as well as GalnAsP/InP and GaAs external cavity
controlled lasers), miniature Nd-compound lasers, and submillimeter Schottky detectors.
Semiconductor Lasers
Extensive use of tunable lead-salt semiconductor diode lasers has been made for high-resolution spectroscopy in the past and much effort has been devoted to improving the reliability, output power, and mode
quality of these devices. Double heterostructr.rre PbSnTe diode lasers have been fabricatedl that operate continuously at temperatures up to 120 K with single-frequency output powers of a few hundred microwatts at 80 K
at a wavelength near 10 pm, which is more than adequate for linear absorption spectroscopy. Distributed
feedback PbSnTe diode lasers have also been fabricated which operate continuously near liquid helium temperature. Most of the output from these devices occurs at a single wavelength with a continuous nning range of

several cm-l th"t is obtained by varying the injection current.
The quaternalT system GaInAsP/krP has been used to fabripate double heterostrucfirre, stripe geomerry
diode laser devices that operate continuously with single spatial mode single-ended output powers of more
than 10 mW at room temperatrrre and 50 mW at liquid nitrogen

ternperaftre.

ceeded 6000 hours of continuous operation at room temperature2 so

Some of these devices have ex-

far without failure or substantial degrada-

tion of output. In addition to their application for fiber opcical commrmications, srrch devices are useful for
spectroscopy. tr order to understand the gain broadening mechanisms and to improve the spectral output
characteristics of GaInAsP/hP and GaAs lasers, they have been operated with external cavities. Restrlts for
frequency-controlled devices will be presented.
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Miniature R are -Earth Compound Lasers
Stoichiometric compound rare-earth crystals srrch as neodymium pentaphosphate (NdPrO14) have the
advantage of maintaining a high fluorescence lifetlme and efficierrcy at high rare-earth ion densities 1t021 to
t022 ionsTcm3;. Such crystals have been operated as optically pumped miniature lasers by using a cw dye
laser, AlGaAs diode lasers, and miniature xenon flashlamps. The partial substitution of optically inert rareearth iorc strch as lanthanum does not affect the properties of the active raxe-earth ions and allows the tailoring of the fluorescence properLies to fabricate specific Laser devices. Such devices would be particularly
scalable in the output power range between semiconductor diode lasers (^.10 mW) and Nd:YAG Lasers

(- I

cm-I),

low

with overall power corwersion efficiencieS of a few percent. The broad gain-bandwidttrs

(> 50

W)

material dispersion, and small cavity lengths make these devices possibly more attractive for mode-locking
in the l-IOGtJz range than either semiconductor lasers or Nd:YAG lasers.
A continuous output power of 50 mW at gfoquantum efficiency has been achieved3 from a crystalvolume
100 x 100 x 100 pm of NdPrOrn using a 0.58 pm dye laser pump. l'his scheme was also used to intercavity
frequerrcy double4 using a barium sodium niobate crystal to produce a L mW cw output in the green. More

recently,5aminiaturexenonflashlamphasbeenusedtoexcitealxlxTmmNdP5Of4crystaltoproduce
several millijoules of mulfimode output with only one joule of enerry into the lamp. One millijoule was also
obtained in a 5 nsec pulse using an intercavlty saturable dye Q-switch.
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Schottlry Detectors
Substantial progress has been made in the development of Schottky barrier heterodyne detectors for submillimeter radiation. Such detectors operate at room temperagure and can detect submillimeter radiation
with high sensit市 ity. ■'he newest Schottky detectors are fabri―
cated on a CaAs planar structure llsing photolithographic tech‐

rs

niqueS. Diodes of Pt/CaAs have been fabricated with diametё

of 2 μm along with matched strip― line antemas and lF ilter net―

works. Heterodyne detectlon has been observed us■

ng such a

detector at an IF frequency of 90 MHz, beい Ⅳeen the 10th har―
mon■ c ofa 76.16 GHz klystron signal and a formic acid optically
6μ m. Heterodyne detection of submil■ ‐

pumped laser at 393。

meter laser radiation has also been observed at extremely high

harnlonics(81St harm∝ 血〕ofan X― band sollrcc)demOnstrating
the capability of these diodes. F…
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